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Workforce Snapshot: Furniture and Other Wooden Products 

The Trade and Semi-Skilled Worforce   

Other Industries Which Employ Furniture Tradespeople 

The number of people in Western Australia whose main job is in furniture or wooden products manufacturing declined 
by 22% in the 10 years to 2016, compared to a 17% increase in employment in Western Australia.

However trade level employment decreased much less than other occupations in the sector. 

The decline in trade level empoyment shown below was 
all in the wooden products sector (kitchen cabinets, pre 

fabricated products etc). Trade level employment 
increased in the Furniture Sector. 

Course Enrolments (non apprenticeships)

Course enrolments in most areas far exceed direct employment 
opportunities. However it might be argued that students can 
apply skills to other occupations.     

Apprenticeship Commencements

There has been a 29% recovery in apprentice cabinet maker 
new commencements in 2018*. This may reflect a combination 
of employers experiencing skill shortages and publicity about 
the consequences of the low aprenticeship numbers in 2017.

The furniture trades of furniture finishing, upholstery and 
timber and composite machinist were re-introduced for 
delivery in Western Australia in 2018. previously apprentices 
had to travel interstate  Extensive work has been underway 
to develop and promote delivery. 

The classification of 'Furniture Manufacturing' is relatively self explanatory sector while 'Other wooden Products' refers specifically 
to kitchen cabinets and all other wooden products, inclufing fittings for some pre fabricated buildings. It does not include 
sawmilling or timber dressing.   

* Y ear to Date August

Return of the Trades
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Manufacturing: ‘Other Wooden Products’ and ‘Furniture’

The other wooden products sector mainly comprises small to medium businesses engaged in kitchen cabinet, door, window 
and truss manufacturing. The workforce in this State halved between 2011 and 2016 to just 800 people, including a very 
severe decline in cabinet making employment. 

Although the furniture manufacturing sector, which has similar business profile, also declined strongly in total workforce, 
cabinet maker employment actually increased.  

Both sectors attribute the downturn mainly to import competition combined with the downturn in mining led construction   
activity. Government purchasing decisions which are claimed to favour imported product and cheap, poorly qualified 
suppliers are also frequently mentioned by employers as an issue.

A shortage of widely skilled cabinet makers is often reported by employers in both sectors, while less skilled tradespeople 
remain available, though in limited and declining numbers. 
Apprentice commencements dropped to historically critical levels in 2017, amid reports of declining tradesperson 
availability. There was, however, a 29% increase in commencements in the year to August 2008 - all of which occurred from 
February 2018. 
The upholstery and timber & composites machining workforce is ageing. Both occupations have an age profile skewed 
towards those over 50 years of age. This suggests probable skill shortages in future, given that apprentice intakes have been 
negligible. Skill shortages in upholstery may, however, be dependent on the future of this industry sub sector. Cabinet makers 
have a comparatively young age profile.

Apprentice commencemets need to be sustained and increased. The State Government returned the training of upholstery, 
furniture finishing and timber & composites machining apprentices to WA in 2018 but numbers will take time to build. Low 
apprentice numbers in cabinet making are also of considerable concern. In October 2018 the Training Council engaged in an 
exhaustive interview process with 60 employers in these sectors to identify the causes and seek solutions.  The most 
commonly mentioned problems are very closely related:

•

Low apprentice pay rate for age of school leavers, who now commence apprenticeships at age 18-19

• Inability to pay higher wages than first year rates given poor trading conditions and high cancellation levels

•

Very low and inappropriately timed incentives, combined with high training fees

•

High cancellation rate of apprentices within the first 4 months – often related to wage issues
• Employers believe that training younger apprentices is more effective

These, and a range of other issues raised in the interviews, are to be consolidated into a report to be considered by the 
industry.

The impact of automation on future skill requirements is still unfolding, with many smaller employers aware of the need to 
move towards new technology if they are to remain in the industry. Widely mixed views on how to adapt employees for this 
change were presented during the employer interviews conducted in October. These views will need to addressed if training 
providers are to play a role in efficiently and economically providing this skills development.
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